Introduction {#s0005}
============

Inherent in Kanner\'s first description of autism as a 'disturbance of affective contact' ([@bb0350]), the domain of emotion has been cardinal throughout the history of autism research. Disturbances in the affective domain may help to explain why individuals with autism spectrum conditions (ASC) have difficulty in connecting, socializing, communicating, and understanding the hidden mental world of others that drives much of social behaviour ([@bb0050]). A recent, methodologically rigorous meta-analysis of the emotion recognition literature in autism suggests that a pervasive deficit exists ([@bb0625]), extending to understanding emotions in vocal cues and nonverbal gestures ([@bb0135; @bb0300; @bb0305; @bb0555; @bb0250; @bb0325; @bb0485]). In terms of emotional expression, studies in autism also indicate lower responsivity to emotional displays of others ([@bb0580; @bb0355]), a lack of spontaneous mimicry of others\' facial expressions ([@bb0415; @bb0095; @bb0470]), and attenuated physiological response to emotional expressions, pain and distress in others ([@bb0190; @bb0100; @bb0110; @bb0425]). Vocalisations and facial expressions of affect in autism are characteristically flat or neutral ([@bb0590; @bb0655; @bb9000]), and may be inappropriately disconnected from the social context in which they appear ([@bb0465; @bb0195; @bb0315]). Finally, difficulty in identifying and describing emotions verbally, known as alexithymia, is much more prevalent in people with ASC ([@bb0395; @bb0295]) and their parents ([@bb0595]). In summary, it seems that individuals with ASC are atypical in how they express emotions in comparison to typically-developing peers and that, likewise, their perception and mirroring of emotions are reduced, if not impaired.

This pattern of emotion expression and perception deficits is one component of the difficulty in mentalising, the ability to represent one\'s own emotional states and thought processes and those of others ([@bb0270; @bb0050; @bb0395; @bb0585; @bb0635; @bb0400]). In this sense, deficits in self-referential processing may alter an individual\'s ability to use the self as a proxy for simulating the mental lives of others. A deficit in representation and/or recognition of one\'s own emotions would impair attempts to accurately simulate others via oneself ([@bb0400]).

The more generalized role of simulation in mental operations is increasingly recognised in the field of cognitive neuroscience, where [@bb0085] names it "a core form of computation in the brain" (pp. 618--619). A proposal which has recently gained speed with much empirical support is that self-performed actions (including those involved in emotional expression) and the perceptual consequences of the same lead to linked action--perception representations that are later used in cognitive processing and social interaction ([@bb0505; @bb9025]). In action cognition, for example, researchers have suggested that action goals are simulated in the motor systems of observers in order to understand the intentions underlying actions, such as whether or not the actor intends to eat the object ([@bb0160]). In the context of the mirror neuron theory, these joint action--perception circuits, consisting of these self-same sensorimotor neurons with visual and/or auditory properties, have been found underactive in autism ([@bb0640; @bb0160; @bb0535; @bb0435]).

Given that alexithymia in autism is a *linguistic* deficit in processing the emotions of self and others, this implies that there is atypical processing of words semantically related to emotions. Prior work in autism suggests that these individuals do indeed show difficulty in understanding and using emotional and cognitive mental state terms (such as "dread", "thought": see [@bb0310; @bb0145; @bb0600; @bb0060; @bb0055; @bb0270; @bb0605; @bb0610; @bb0345]) as well as an inability to link mental state terms to emotional information present in features of the eyes ([@bb0070; @bb0075]). The neural correlates of this deficit are, however, unknown. In the present study we used event-related fMRI to investigate brain systems activated when people with ASC process abstract emotion words. Our hypotheses about atypical cortical activity during emotion word processing focused on two key areas.

In typically developing (TD) individuals, understanding the meaning of action and emotion words and concepts seems to involve the cortical motor system ([@bb0510; @bb0430]). Our prior work has shown that individuals with autism show hypoactivity of cortical motor systems when they process action words and concepts ([@bb0435; @bb9020]), and this is consistent with atypical structure of the motor cortex ([@bb0445]) and movement impairments in ASC (see [@bb0225], for review). The motor regions unexpectedly inactive during action word processing in ASC were the same as those found particularly active when TD individuals processed abstract emotion words ([@bb0430]). Theoretically, this 'motor embodiment' of emotion words suggests that the link between an emotion word and the emotional state it expresses depends on emotion expression in action ([@bb0645; @bb0500; @bb0505]). In early language acquisition, emotion expression by infants provides a natural context for teaching emotion words and, therefore, the motor and limbic regions for emotion expression may be woven into the semantic representations of abstract emotion-related words. As TMS and work in brain-damaged patients shows that somatosensory and motor regions along with limbic emotion processing areas in insular cortex are necessary for the perception of emotion-related information immanent to the face ([@bb0490; @bb0005]), and these same areas are also active in emotion word processing ([@bb0430; @bb0630]), we hypothesised that these cortical motor and limbic systems would be affected in autism during emotion word processing and might reflect the degree of autistic traits in ASC.

An additional hypothesis focuses on limbic areas involved in emotion processing ([@bb0140]). A range of these regions, including orbitofrontal and frontopolar cortex, anterior cingulate gyrus, insula, and basal ganglia (putamen, caudate, and globus pallidum), are involved in emotion *word* processing (for review see [@bb0430; @bb0630]). Because these regions are specifically activated by *emotion-related* language, this subset of limbic areas, along with motor systems, provides a putative cortical basis for 'simulation' of word meaning and affective semantics more generally. It has been suggested that, at the neurobiological level, strong emotional-affective associations of emotion words are mechanistically organised as 'limbic tails' of cortical cell assemblies reaching into subcortical structures of the limbic system ([@bb0520]). In addition to the aforementioned abnormalities of cortical motor systems, people with ASC also show atypical activity and structure in many of these limbic regions ([@bb0090; @bb0530; @bb0285; @bb0290; @bb0010; @bb0320; @bb0475; @bb0560; @bb0045; @bb0570; @bb0565; @bb0245; @bb0115; @bb0175; @bb0410; @bb0495; @bb0620]), so we predict additional hypo-activity in limbic systems when people with ASC process emotion-related words.

In summary, activation of motor and limbic areas during abstract emotion word processing seen in TD individuals may be atypical in ASC, partly due to their deficits in emotion processing and thus limbic activation, and to deficits in emotion expression in action and thus motor system activity. Whereas limbic hypoactivation might be predicted by the common emotion processing deficits in ASC, the additional prediction of motor hypoactivity in emotion word processing rests on the semantic link between emotion words and motor systems ([@bb0430]). If the semantic link between an emotion and the word denoting it is via emotion expression in motor behaviour, the motor difficulties reported in ASC imply that this link will be atypical even during single word reading and comprehension, a task unrelated to overt emotion processing. Therefore, if words denoting abstract emotional states draw on cortical motor and limbic regions during processing, atypical functioning may be apparent in both of these regions when individuals with ASC simply read these words. In comparison with words denoting animals or abstract verbs, neither of which are especially linked with motor or limbic regions, we predicted that individuals with ASC would show a category-specific abnormality during emotion word processing that should be specific to the motor and limbic areas that are atypical in ASC and associated with emotion word processing in typical controls.

Materials and methods {#s0010}
=====================

Participants {#s0015}
------------

Right-handed, native English-speaking participants comprising 18 high-functioning adults with an ASC (mean age: 30.4 years \[standard deviation (SD): 10\]; mean IQ: 113.5 \[SD: 23\]) and 18 age- and IQ-matched typically-developing (TD) controls (mean age: 28.6 years \[SD: 11.7\]; mean IQ: 110.2 \[SD: 12.3\]). Data from TD participants were previously published in [@bb0430]; here, a new and independent analysis compares these participants and individuals with ASC who were recruited from the volunteer database at [www.autismresearchcentre.com](http://www.autismresearchcentre.com){#ir0010}, hosted by the Autism Research Centre at Cambridge University, UK. All ASC participants had been previously clinically diagnosed using DSM-IV criteria: 17 met criteria for Asperger Syndrome, one for PDD-NOS (pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified). The ASC group scored significantly higher than the control group (t \[32\] = 6.857, p \< .001) on the Autism Spectrum Quotient (AQ: Baron-Cohen et al. 2001b), with a mean score of 34 (SD: 10) in comparison to the control mean AQ of 13 (SD: 5). All but 4 of the ASC group scored above 26 on this test, a cut-off point that captures the majority of adults with autism ([@bb0650]). In order to keep the procedure short, this experiment matched participants only in full-scale IQ ([@bb0170]). Although they were not directly matched in verbal IQ, both had performed with no significant differences in accuracy in a general language processing task reported in a previous experiment ([@bb0435]) and the participants with ASC were high-functioning individuals who had or were currently working or studying, and so seemed to be comparable in their ability to read and understand the task.

All participants gave written informed consent prior to participating in this study and were remunerated for their time. Ethics approval was provided by NHS Research Ethics Service Cambridgeshire.

Stimuli {#s0020}
-------

A semantic rating study was carried out prior to the fMRI experiment in order to assess semantic properties for a large corpus of words: these included arousal, valence, imageability, concreteness, visual-relatedness, form-relatedness, colour-relatedness, and action-relatedness. Arousal and valence ratings have previously been employed in work on emotional-affective meaning ([@bb0480; @bb0130]) to classify words as emotional or non-emotional. Our previous work ([@bb0430]) used an additional explicit rating of emotion-relatedness to identify words (primarily verbs) specifically used to speak about emotions, such as "dread", "hate" and "fear". As words with action-related meanings (e.g. "kick") are also known to activate cortical motor systems, we excluded more concrete emotional items with sensorimotor associations used in the previous study (such as "wail" or "scream"), which were less optimal for exploring 'pure' abstract emotion concepts (see [@bb0430] for details of this and the rating procedure). As such, a more refined category of the most abstract emotion words (20) was contrasted with 40 animal names (nouns such as "hawk", "mouse", "sheep") and 40 abstract verbs (e.g. "heal", "dwell", "waive", which also lacked overt or concrete sensorimotor associations with the body). Words were matched in length, number of neighbours, word frequency, bigram and trigram frequency (see Table S1 in supplementary information for psycholinguistic and semantic properties of all experimental word categories). In order to disguise the focus of the study, the experimental words were dispersed among 240 filler words and 120 hash-mark strings (\#\#\#) which, matched in length with the 360 word stimuli, were used as a low-level visual baseline unrelated to language.

Animal names were included as a word category unrelated to actions, in order to rule out the possibility of indiscriminate motor activity during general language processing. Whilst a lexical confound existed with the animal name category (nouns), both the emotion and abstract word categories were verbs (or had strong primary use as verbs): any atypical activity which appeared for emotion words but not for abstract verbs could not therefore be ascribed to a general problem with this lexical category. Though matched in word frequency, animal words were rated as significantly more familiar than our other experimental word categories. Abstract verbs, which were not significantly different to emotion words in familiarity (t \[58\] = .246, p = .807) or the concreteness of their meaning (t \[58\] = .510, p = .612), were the stronger control category. All three experimental word categories can be seen in Table S2 (Supplementary materials): they were presented in lowercase just as they appear.

Procedure and experimental design {#s0025}
---------------------------------

Prior to scanning, all subjects completed Form A of the Cattell Culture Fair test ([@bb0170]) and the Autism Spectrum Quotient (AQ: [@bb0065]), in order to obtain measures of IQ and number of autistic traits. The Cattell Culture Fair test is a non-verbal IQ test frequently employed in cognitive neuroscience ([@bb0200]). It is believed to provide the strongest measure of "fluid" intelligence ([@bb0165; @bb0340; @bb0185; @bb0180]), that which is distinct from learned verbal material (which influences some subtests of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale \[[@bb9030]\]) and which is considered to reflect "true" problem-solving or abstract reasoning ability ([@bb0150; @bb0265]) rather than 'crystallised' intelligence (learned knowledge).

Event-related fMRI was used to compare brain activity during passive silent reading of experimental words, which were presented tachistoscopically for 150 ms. This short presentation time was employed to discourage saccades and encourage continuous attention in order to perform well on the task. Participants were asked to focus on a central fixation cross (presented for an average of 2350 ms) following the presentation of word stimuli, with SOA varied at an average of 2500 ms. Two pseudo-randomised stimulus lists were counterbalanced between subjects, who were instructed to read the words silently without moving their lips or tongue. Observation during scanning ruled out the effect of overt movements on results.

Immediately following scanning, an unseen word recollection test containing a combination of experimental and novel distracter words asked participants to rate how confident they were that each word had appeared in the experimental task. Accurate results confirmed that participants had maintained attention on the experimental task. T-tests confirmed that both groups performed above chance (average hit rate: controls = 76.2% (SD = 18.1%), ASC = 76.2% (SD: 19.1%)), with no significant difference appearing between them in the number of correct answers (t \[34\] = − .018, p = .913).

Imaging analysis {#s0030}
----------------

Participants were scanned in a 3 T Tim-Trio scanner with a 12-channel head-coil attached. Functional scans consisted of 32 slices covering the whole brain in descending order (slice thickness: 3 mm, in-plane resolution: 3 × 3 mm, inter-slice distance: 0.75 mm), and echo-planar sequence parameters were TR = 2000 ms TE = 30 ms and flip angle = 78°. SPM5 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK) was employed for all processing stages, including slice-timing and re-aligning using sinc interpolation, co-registration of images to structural T1 images and normalisation of the previous to the 152 subject T1 template of the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI). Transformation parameters were applied to co-registered EPI images, which were also resampled with a spatial resolution of 2 × 2 × 2 mm and spatially smoothed with an 8-mm full-width half-maximum Gaussian kernel.

Single-subject, second level and group statistical contrasts were computed using the canonical haemodynamic response function (HRF) of the general linear model. Low-frequency noise was removed by applying a high-pass filter of 128 s. Onset times for each stimulus were extracted from E-prime output files and integrated into a model for each block in which each stimulus category was modelled as a separate event. Group data were then analysed with a random-effects analysis. Direct statistical contrasts between groups for each word category were computed and voxel coordinates reported in MNI standard space. Statistical thresholding was initially set at a liberal threshold of p \< .001, uncorrected, in order to observe the activation landscape evoked by words but was then followed up by more stringent thresholding at a Family-Wise Error (FWE) corrected level of p \< .05.

In addition to whole-brain analysis, a regions-of-interest (ROI) investigation was undertaken, using the MarsBar function of SPM5, in order to look for statistical interactions between brain regions, word category and group in an ANOVA approach. ROIs were created by pooling participants from both groups and assessing regions where brain activity was robust for the general language contrast of all words against the hash-mark baseline. The three clusters (each with 3 peak loci) with most highly significant t values at a FWE-corrected threshold of p \< .05 were selected for detailed analysis in 5 mm-radius ROIs. Activation was collapsed across the 3 peaks within each cluster to form the factor of Area for statistical analysis. These three Areas for analysis therefore included a left-hemispheric temporal cluster (its collapsed peaks located in inferior temporal \[− 60, − 34, − 2\] and fusiform gyrus \[− 40, − 44, − 18, and − 42, − 4, − 44\]: henceforth referred to as the "Temporal cluster"); a left-hemispheric cingulate cluster (collapsed loci in dorsal medial BA 6 \[− 6, − 2, 64\] and cingulate cortex at BA 32 \[− 6, 16, 40\] and BA 23 \[− 8, − 8, 46\]; henceforth the "Cingulate cluster"); and a right hemispheric motor cluster (its collapsed loci in primary motor \[BA 4: 52, − 8, 42\] and premotor cortex \[BA 6: 62, 4, 12, and 60, 2, 38\]; henceforth the "Motor cluster"). As can be seen in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} Part A, the activity evoked by general reading spread across disparate areas, and consequently, a peak arose within the same cluster as the temporal ROIs that was actually located in left premotor cortex (BA 6: − 42, − 4, 44). As this peak could not be included in the Temporal cluster within the ANOVA described below, it was analysed separately. After analysing at these 3 Areas (collapsed across 3 ROIs in each), their homologues in the contralateral hemisphere were computed, and these homologues (themselves collapsed from individual peaks into Areas mirroring those in the left hemisphere) were averaged with the originals in order to carry out a bilateral analysis.

Finally, correlations between AQ scores and activity in these three bilateral Areas for each of the three word categories (3 × 3 tests) were examined in the ASC group. On observing the data, two clear outliers were observed who scored very low in ASC traits, more than 10 points below the typical cut-off point of 26 ([@bb0650]). The AQ is not a diagnostic measure but in this previous work, it reliably identified people with ASC in 83% of tested cases. It was noted that one of our outliers was in fact the one participant with PDD-NOS, which has also been known as "atypical autism", being a diagnostic label for cases which meet many but not all the prototypical symptoms of autism or which have additional, uncharacteristic symptoms. These two individuals were more comparable with the control group for AQ scores (see Supplementary materials, image S4). These two participants were identified as outliers in the ASC group on two fronts, being more than 2 standard deviations from the group\'s mean AQ and secondly through calculation of the median absolute deviation (see [@bb0390], for details of this recommended method for outlier identification). They were removed from the correlation analysis but kept in brain-imaging analyses for the sake of matching group size; checks were made to guarantee that removal of these outliers did not affect significance in the other findings.

Results {#s0035}
=======

Activity during general word processing (all word categories against the hash-mark baseline), pooled across all participants, revealed widespread activity which was strongly left-lateralised across perisylvian language regions (fusiform to superior temporal cortex, inferior frontal gyrus), plus activity in the motor system bilaterally.

Direct between-group statistical contrasts at a FWE-corrected whole-brain level revealed a range of cortical regions for each word category which were activated more strongly in the typically-developing (TD) control participants than in the ASC group. Regions where emotion words evoked greater activity in TD than ASC participants are displayed in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} (p \< 0.05, FWE corr.). These included a large cluster of voxels (n = 2438) encompassing left-hemispheric motor systems (BA 4 and 6) and the insula, and additional clusters in the left fusiform gyrus and the right-hemispheric motor system (BA 6). A left-hemispheric cluster including the anterior cingulate and caudate nucleus was also more strongly activated by emotion words in TD than ASC subjects, but this cluster did not survive FWE correction. Areas more strongly activated by the control word categories in the control participants are displayed in Supplementary Materials (Table S3), though none survived FWE correction. The contrast of ASC \> control participants was non-significant at whole-brain level for each word category.

In a secondary ROI analysis, activation for each word category was examined in three large clusters of activity (left temporal, cingulate, and right motor cortex) that arose from the contrast of all words against the hash-mark baseline for all subjects pooled. The coordinates of the loci collapsed in each cluster can be seen in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, part A.

These clusters were entered into an ANOVA including the factors Area (3 levels: Temporal, Cingulate, Motor), Word Category (3 levels: animal names, abstract verbs, and emotion words) and Group (2 levels). This revealed a significant (following Huynh--Feldt correction) interaction of Area, Word Category and Group: *F*(4, 136) = 4.833, p = .001. The left motor ROI, which arose as part of the cluster of activity with the Temporal ROIs but which was analysed separately, did not produce a significant main effect of Word Category (p = .09) or a Word Category interaction with Group (p = .866), though greatest activity for emotion words over other word types was seen in both groups.

The interaction of Area, Word Category and Group was unpacked in an analysis of each Area separately, employing an ANOVA with the factors Word Category (3 levels) and Group. Significant interactions between Word Category and Group were present only in Cingulate and Motor clusters (see [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Post-hoc t-tests of these interactions revealed significant between-group differences for emotion but not comparison word categories in both the Cingulate (*t*(34) = 2.116, p = .042) and Motor (*t*(34) = 2.867, p = .007) Areas. In fact, this hypoactivity for emotion words in the Cingulate Area correlated with the hypoactivity for emotion words seen in the Motor area (r = 863, p = .001), although no other correlations were seen between brain activity for word categories in other regions.

A bilateral analysis using homologues of the ROIs collapsed in these three clusters confirmed this pattern of hypoactivity, producing an interaction of Area, Word Category and Group which was significant following Huynh--Feldt correction (*F*(4, 136) = 3.993, p = .004). Again, post-hoc analysis revealed that emotion words were the only word category to differ significantly between groups in the bilateral Cingulate (*t*(34) = 2.145, p = .039) and Motor (*t*(34) = 2.826, p = .008) Areas.

Within group analysis of all three major clusters together showed no significant word category differences for ASC, but several in the control group (*F*\[2, 34\] = 3.444, ε = .906, p = .043). These were significant in the Motor Area (F \[2, 34\] = 8.049, ε = 1.000, p = .001), where greater activity was evoked by emotion words than by animal names (*t*(17) = 3.413, p = .003) or abstract verbs (*t*(17) = 3.002, p = .008) respectively.

Correlations between bilateral activity for each word category in the three key clusters and the AQ were explored in order to assess a potential behavioural link with the hypoactivity for emotion words described above. Following the removal of two outliers (see Methods for detail), a highly significant correlation between activity elicited by emotion words in the Motor Area bilaterally and AQ score (r = − .679, p = .004) was seen in the ASC group. This correlation reflected that higher scores, indicating a greater number of autistic traits, were associated with lower activity to emotion words in the Motor Areas (see Supplementary materials, item S4). It remained significant following Bonferroni correction (to a corrected p-value of 0.0056, based on 9 tests) and confirmation with a non-parametric test (Spearman\'s Rho: r = − .677, p = .004). We did not find any significant correlations between AQ scores and activity for any of the other categories in the motor Area, and no significant correlations between AQ scores and activity for any word category in the cingulate or temporal Areas.

Discussion {#s0040}
==========

Brain activation elicited during passive reading of abstract emotion words and two comparison control categories was compared in ASC and typically-developing (TD) control participants. Whole-brain analyses of activity evoked by emotion words showed significantly reduced neurometabolic responses in ASC, specifically in bilateral motor areas and in the left insula and basal ganglia. ROI analysis confirmed and extended these findings. A statistically-significant interaction of the factors Area (3 levels: temporal, cingulate, motor), Word category (3) and group (2) revealed that in cingulate and motor areas (the former including BA 23, BA 32, the latter primary motor and premotor cortex \[BA 4 and 6 respectively\]), people with ASC showed significantly reduced activity than controls for emotion words, but not for abstract verbs and animal names. Reduced activity in the ASC group for emotion words did not appear in temporal cortex but only specifically in the motor and insular regions where the same TD controls showed the strongest emotion word-evoked activity ([@bb0430]). Furthermore, motor systems activation in people with ASC significantly correlated with their number of autistic traits, as assessed by AQ scores.

Action binds words to emotional meaning {#s0045}
---------------------------------------

Alongside elevated rates of alexithymia ([@bb0395; @bb0295]) and general deficits in emotion processing and recognition ([@bb0625]), people with ASC show difficulty in the processing of mental or emotional states and words semantically related to emotions ([@bb0310; @bb0055; @bb0060; @bb0145; @bb0600; @bb0270; @bb0605; @bb0610; @bb0345]). As these impairments must reflect a neurological correlate, we hypothesised that substantial differences might exist in how these individuals process and store words with emotional meaning.

Against a background of extensive atypical limbic structure and function in ASC (see [Introduction](#s0005){ref-type="sec"}), reduced activity here for emotion-related words is not in itself a surprising finding. Due to the poor temporal resolution of fMRI, it is not possible to determine whether limbic hypo-activation to emotion words reflects general problems with late stage, conscious *post-understanding* processing of emotion words or a deactivation of these emotion concepts in the earliest time window when semantic differences are reflected by brain response ([@bb0525; @bb0440]). Reduced activity in the limbic system was however accompanied by and correlated with reduced activity in the motor system, which in turn reflected the degree of autistic traits in the ASC group. On the basis of this data, we would venture to suggest that the under-activation in limbic systems and its accompanying motor hypoactivity are a hallmark of autism rather than an epiphenomenon.

Cortical language and motor systems are tightly entwined, such that passive language perception activates motor regions in a general fashion, as if simulating the spoken or written language ([@bb0210; @bb0215; @bb0420]). Over and above this, however, semantic theory and experimental data suggest that the meanings of both action words ([@bb0515; @bb0275; @bb0280; @bb0015; @bb0360; @bb0120; @bb0575]; see [@bb0510], for review) *and* emotion words ([@bb0430]) are 'embodied' in cortical motor systems --- such that words do not activate these areas equally. Action words are represented somatotopically such that they activate the cortical motor regions for the effectors involved in that action. For emotion words, the link between emotions and the symbols (words) denoting them may be established by way of actions, and motor activation in emotion word processing may therefore index this link. Cortical motor systems are the vehicle of emotion expression. Because they refer to abstract concepts such as "fear" which cannot be easily pointed to or labelled, the meaning of emotion words is established by the use of the words in action contexts --- facial expressions and emotional behaviours such as crying, screaming and gesticulating. As the only visible 'signals' of internal emotional states, semantic theory postulates that these actions are critical for bridging the gap between word and meaning and so, in the typical population, become incorporated in the neural network representing the meaning of these emotion terms ([@bb0430]). During this process, the word comes to be associated with the internal feeling it describes, and so, in addition, these words possess 'limbic tails' ([@bb0520]), activating neurons in limbic structures involved in processing the specific emotions denoted by these words. In the typically-developing participants, these areas included the orbitofrontal and frontopolar cortex, anterior cingulate gyrus, insula, and basal ganglia including putamen, caudate, and globus pallidum ([@bb0430]; areas also highlighted in abstract word processing, see [@bb0630]). In the motor system, these participants showed the greatest activity in motor systems for emotion words and the lowest for animal names with little or no semantic relationship to actions. Though abstract words, too, may be partially grounded in a multitude of sensorimotor action contexts ([@bb0645; @bb0080; @bb0375; @bb0380; @bb0230; @bb0155; @bb0260]), they are detached from *specific* action schemas ([@bb0365; @bb0505]). As such, despite equal ratings in action-relatedness, they evoked less activity in cortical motor systems than did emotion words, and the hierarchy of motor activation in our typical population -- highest for emotion words, lowest for animal names as according with their action-relatedness -- sits comfortably within the previous literature ([@bb0510]).

In comparison to the typically-developing participants, individuals with ASC here exhibited reduced activity for emotion words in limbic and motor regions (primary motor and premotor cortex, the insula, cingulate and caudate nucleus: see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). That reduced motor and limbic activity was restricted to emotion words, but not other word types, is evidence for the atypical alteration of the action-semantic link (via behaviours involving motor systems) between emotion words and their related emotions. Stringent matching of our word categories, particularly the abstract verbs, allowed us to refute the possibility that participants with ASC might have a particular difficulty with *all* verbs, or with all words of an abstract nature. The cause of the group difference in activity for emotion words can therefore be presumed to be related to the emotional and mental state content of emotion words (e.g. "dread") that was absent in the case of equally abstract verbs such as "dwell", revealing a genuine category-specific semantic abnormality.

The role of motor systems in emotion word processing, alexithymia and ASC {#s0050}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The pattern of activity in the control group, who in a previous analysis showed substantial overlap in the motor activity evoked by abstract emotion words such as "fear" and that evoked by overt action words such as "frown", is consistent with the theoretical grounding of emotional concepts via actions ([@bb0430]). The precise role of such motor activity for emotional words, however, is as yet unclear.

Semantic theory postulates that words are represented in distributed "action--perception circuits" which link the representation of phonology and articulatory word features in core perisylvian language cortices with the representation of meaning in sensorimotor systems ([@bb0510]). Functional importance of these sensorimotor systems for the processing of action words is supported by a plethora of empirical work, which demonstrates a common neural substrate for movement and the understanding of action-related language ([@bb0220; @bb0550]). Among the strongest evidence is that relating deficits in action word processing to damage or disease of the motor system ([@bb0035; @bb0040; @bb0455; @bb0460; @bb0030; @bb9005; @bb9010; @bb0025; @bb0370]). The bidirectional influence between motor systems and action-semantic processing is such that differences were observed in the same patients with Parkinson\'s disease before and after dopaminergic treatment ([@bb0125]). Of the greatest relevance to the present dataset is our previous research, which demonstrated abnormalities and a deficit in action word processing in individuals with autism. A significant correlation was seen between hypoactivity for action words in motor cortex and slowness in a task of semantic processing: as activity in motor systems decreased in participants with ASC, reaction times for action word processing increased ([@bb0435]). This was a very course-grained task, simply asking participants to categorise words as actions or objects, which may be why this impairment did not manifest in significantly greater errors. The fact that autistic participants were nonetheless significantly impeded in this very simple task suggests, however, that they might be substantially impaired in more complex or subtle action word processing tasks, as were the patients described above. The motor hypoactivity for action words that we had observed with fMRI was further corroborated with temporally precise combined EEG-MEG recording of autistic participants (Moseley et al., 2014).

As we did not conduct a behavioural test of emotion word processing, we cannot here show a relationship between the hypoactivity seen in motor and limbic regions and emotion word processing errors or impairment. We would hypothesise that, as for action words, this activation plays a functional role in their processing --- and would accordingly predict autistic participants to show category-specific deficits for emotion words when these are compared with other well-matched word stimuli. Modulation of motor systems certainly affects processing of emotion-related language ([@bb0240]), such that lesions or disorder of these areas would be expected to produce impairments.

Though we did not conduct our own behavioural test of word processing, the motor and limbic hypoactivity seen specifically for emotion words in this analysis is consistent with other autism research reporting difficulties understanding and using emotion words, and with general emotion processing impairments. At the neural level, it is consistent with the atypical structural features in limbic regions and primary motor cortex in ASC ([@bb0445]), and with movement impairments in autism ([@bb0225]). In order to investigate a functional connection between motor and limbic systems activity and emotion word processing, and thus link the present data with reported impairments, future research should investigate the overlap of movement impairment and alexithymia in ASC and directly test the correlation between hypoactivity and category-specific deficits in active behavioural tasks involving processing words related to emotions. In such an investigation, it would also be optimal to measure alexithymia directly by means of a specialised scale. We attempted to retrospectively collect data using the Toronto Alexithymia Scale (TAS-20: [@bb0020]) after our study finished, but unfortunately had few respondents from our sample, such that the hypothesised relationship between motor/limbic hypoactivity and alexithymia itself (as opposed to the autism measure included in this study) remains tentative. Interestingly, the present study observed a significant correlation, whilst reading emotion words, between hypoactivity in the motor system and hypoactivity in the cingulate cortex (though not with activity in other regions examined, ruling out any general hypoactivity). Although causal primacy of emotion expression deficits (associated with atypical motor circuits) over emotion processing/recognition deficits (associated with atypical limbic cortices) cannot be supported by this data, the correlation between motor and limbic hypoactivity observed here does imply a relationship between the capacity to express one\'s emotions and the capacity to process and understand the emotions of the self and others, as implied in the idea of the self as proxy for emotion processing ([@bb0400]).

Examination of ASC through the prism of movement disorder was considered by [@bb0385] but has been overshadowed by studies of the more prominent social-communication symptoms. More recently, however, atypical sensorimotor circuits have been argued to have wider implications for ASC, as they are suggested to contribute in a simulative manner to mentalising ([@bb0405]) and other aspects of social cognition such as empathy ([@bb0425]). Alexithymia is just one indication of impairments in self-referential processing ([@bb0400]), and the idea that the self is used as a proxy suggests that this impairment may be associated with the broader meta-representational deficit in autism. If conceptual understanding of emotion concepts requires the involvement of motor systems then these broad impairments may be a downstream reflection of fundamental abnormalities in motor circuits. Other social-communication impairments in ASC might similarly arise from motor dysfunction, given the relationship between motor, social and language development in childhood ([@bb9015; @bb0330]) and the early emergence of motor abnormalities prior to other features of ASC ([@bb0615; @bb0660; @bb0205; @bb0545]). In ASC, correlations have been noted between movement difficulties and impaired social-communication skills ([@bb0450]). In addition, motor impairment predicts childhood and adolescent speech fluency and delay in both children with autism and their high-risk siblings ([@bb0235; @bb0105]). In a previous publication, we demonstrated an association between motor hypoactivity and a category-specific impairment for action words ([@bb0435]). This study also found a correlation between motor hypoactivity and AQ scores, a notable finding given that the AQ largely measures the social difficulties and narrow interests in ASC and makes no reference to motor symptoms which would be naturally expected to correlate with motor hypoactivity. [@bb0435] study fits with the perspective that brain circuits involving motor systems may underpin many higher cognitive processes.

Given this relationship between motor abnormality and ASC, the present work investigated the correlation between activity in motor areas evoked by emotion words and autistic traits. A highly significant correlation was seen between AQ scores in the ASC group and activity evoked by emotion words in the motor system bilaterally. This finding appeared following removal of two outliers, so further investigation with greater numbers is important to confirm this. It may be that impairment in emotion expression (dependent on the integrity of motor circuits controlling emotional behaviours) is a hallmark of autism and precedes and underlies the development of other symptoms, a perspective consistent with the aforementioned developmental primacy of motor symptoms of ASC. This suggestion requires further investigation in a non-correlational approach for statements of causal primacy to be justified.

Consistent with the previous finding related to action word processing ([@bb0435]), the current data demonstrates a relationship between autistic traits and motor system hypoactivity during processing of *another* word-type associated with motor systems ([@bb0430]). As motor systems are typically involved in processing both action words and emotion words, the hypoactivity seen here is symptomatic of underlying abnormalities in motor circuits (and/or their connections) that correlate with ASC traits. It suggests a relationship between disorder of sensorimotor systems (and/or their connections) and the emotional-affective and socio-communicative difficulties seen in ASC. Further research is clearly necessary to elucidate a putative link between motor systems abnormality, emotion word processing deficits, and other socio-communicative symptoms of ASC. The role of motor systems in higher cognitive processes is increasingly recognised in neuroscience ([@bb0335; @bb0220; @bb0510; @bb0540]), and given the relationship between motor, cognitive and emotional processing, further study of motor impairments and their role in ASC may be timely and fruitful for interventions.

Conclusion {#s0055}
==========

Using event-related fMRI, we explored the representation of emotion words in comparison to abstract verbs and animal names in the typical population and people with ASC. Our data revealed substantial differences between participant groups at a whole-brain level: the control group showed significantly greater activity for emotion words in motor cortex and limbic regions such as the cingulate and the basal ganglia, all of which have previously been implicated in emotion and emotion word processing. In addition, more thorough ROI analysis of temporal, cingulate and motor regions revealed a category-specific reduction for emotion words in the cingulate cortex and the motor system --- both regions previously implicated in emotion word processing. This hypoactivation is consistent with ASC deficits in emotion expression and mentalising outside the language domain. We suggest this may constitute an underlying neural substrate for impairments in emotion word processing, which seems to rely on these motor and limbic cortical areas. We also report a significant correlation between motor hypoactivity in ASC and the expression of autistic traits.
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![Statistical group contrast (controls \> ASC) for emotion words (red). Activation is thresholded at p \< .001, but the yellow parts of the activation clusters reflect activity which survived FWE (p \< .05) correction.](gr1){#f0005}

![Part A): Activation for all words as contrasted against the hash-mark baseline, presented at a threshold of p \< .001 for all subjects pooled. Individual loci, depicted above, were collapsed in the analysis to form one Temporal cluster, one Cingulate cluster and one Motor cluster. Part B): Graphs depict activity for each word category in each cluster. Significant Word Category × Group interactions, driven by between-group differences marked by asterisks (\*), were found in the Cingulate and Motor clusters. Mean activation for the control participants is in blue, for the ASC participants in red. Error bars reflect standard error.](gr2){#f0010}

###### 

Areas of greater activity for emotion words in Control vs. ASC participants.

                                                                               x y z              Cluster size   t      P (uncorr. 001)   P (FWE .05)
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ -------------- ------ ----------------- -------------
  L. inferior and lateral sensorimotor cortex, dorsal premotor cortex (BA 6)   − 54, 4, 24        2438           6.40   .001              .002
   L. insula                                                                   − 58, − 18, 22     699            6.11   .002              .009
   L. inferior motor cortex (BA 4)                                             − 52, − 8, 44                     5.98                     .004
  L. fusiform gyrus (BA 37)                                                    − 42, − 42, − 12   447            6.09   .009              .013
   L. fusiform gyrus (BA 37)                                                   − 44, − 58, − 10                  5.03                     
  R. BA 6                                                                      56, 0, 42          220            5.87   .051              .007
   R. BA 6                                                                     50, − 14, 50       836            3.44   .001              
  L. superior temporal (BA 22)                                                 − 56, − 36, 2                     4.91                     
  L. suppl. motor cortex (BA 6)                                                − 2, 4, 60                        4.66                     
   L. caudate                                                                  − 8, 16, 18        92             4.01   .009              
   L. anterior cingulate                                                       − 4, 6, 28         62             3.88   .014              
  R. anterior cingulate                                                        10, 16, 28                        4.45                     
  R. insula (BA 48)                                                            30, 18, 14                        4.10                     

[Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}: MNI coordinates for the comparison of typically-developing (TD) controls vs. ASC groups (control \> ASC) for emotion words. P values (cluster-level) are reported at an uncorrected (p \< .001) and FWE-corrected (.05) level. Areas included in one row portray areas that arose as part of a cluster.

###### 

Significant interactions in key regional clusters.

                            Temporal cluster   Cingulate cluster                Motor cluster
  ------------------------- ------------------ -------------------------------- -------------------------------
  Interactions                                                                  
  (Word Category × Group)   N.S. (p \> .9)     *F* (2, 68) = 3.353, ε = .839,   *F* (2, 68) = 3.364, p = .015
                                               p = .041                         
  Bilateral interactions    N.S. (p \> .7)     *F* (2, 68) = 4.468, ε = .860,   *F* (2, 68) = 3.364, p = .04
  (Word Category × Group)                      p = .045                         

[Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}: Significant interactions between Word Category and Group for the three regional clusters found active during word processing (left temporal, left cingulate and right motor cortex) are presented on the upper row. The results from a bilateral analysis computed for these same clusters together with the homotopic clusters in the contralateral hemisphere are reported on the bottom row. Values given are Huynh--Feldt corrected where appropriate.
